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ABSTRACT

Using a crossed molecular beam apparatus, differential cross
section measurements have been made on the scattering of the
metastablestate of Mercury by Potassium and Mercury.
For the system Hg ( 3 p2 ) +-K (2Si ) quantum structure was
apparent in the observed, scattering. A phenomenological description
of the scattering has been given by postulating that the observed
scattering is the superposition of scattering from two potentials.
These two potentials were represented by the Leonard Jones (12,6)
potential with the following parameters,
= 2.8 x 10_ 21

Ex

101 x10' 21 1

Rm1 = 5.46 x 100ni
11152

546 x 10 1 Om

There also appears to be some evidence to suggest that an inelastic
process is occurring with a non-negligeable cross section.
Quantum structure could not be positively identified for the
system Hg ( 3P2 ) + Hg ('s), and a consideration of the angular
resolution of the apparatus for this system suggested that in fact
it would probably not be visible. Approximate limits were placed on
the parameters for a Leonard—Jones (12,6) potential, and it is
suggested that for this system

£

> 32 x 10_ 21 J Rm < 5.5 x 100m

Because of some uncertainty in the lifetime of the

3 P states,
2

it seems likely that the values quoted for E can only be considered
as lower limits, and the values quoted for Rm as upper limits.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Despite the fundamental nature of the subject, the systematic
study of intermolecular forces is stIll at an early stage of development. One reason for this is that several different experimental
techniques must be used to cover all the different types of intermolecular potential that may be encountered, and in general these
techniques are accompanied with experimental difficulties or ambiguities in interpreting the results.
The two techniques that have proved most useful so far are those
of spectroscopy and molecular beams. In general, spectroscopy has
proved to be more useful for investigating the potential between
atoms or molecules in which chemical binding occurs, whereas molecular
beams are more useful in investigating potentials with shallow wells.
Confining the discussion to the interaction between two atoms 9
spectroscopy has given a considerable amount of information on diatomic,
ground molecular states, and also on tbo excited molecular states

The Ryd.berg-Klein-Rees method of interpreting the vibratf.ón-rotation
bands of diatomic molecules provides a very satisfying path between
an experimental observation and the interatomic potential as it does
not require the assumption of some parametric representation of the
potential, such as the Lennard-Jones (n,6) potential. The weak,
long range forces can be investigated spectroscopically by observing
the broadening of lines in the atomic spectrum as a function of
pressure* However, the interpretation of the data is not straight
forward. and is frequently ambigaous0

Herzberg (HER 1950) has given

an excellent review of the data obtained from spectroscopic
experiments, up to 1950.
The technique of thermal, molecular beams is capable of giving

2
a groat deal of information about the potential. This technique is
ideally suited to those potentials which only have shallow minima,.
duo to the long range forces

Superthorinal beams have proved very

useful in the investigation of the short range, repulsive interaction.
In general terms, the experimental techniiue involves the formation
of a well collimated atomic beam. This is either fired through a
chamber filled with the scattering gas at a low pressure (total cross
section) or crossed with another atomic beam (differential cross
section). Finally the beam must be detected. At the present time,
it is the detection of atoms and molecules that provides one of the
more serious limitations on the technique. The most easily detected
atoms are the alkalis, and that Ls why the overwhelming proportion of
the data obtained with the technique is concerned with the interactions
of the alkali metals. A thorough and up to date survey of the
systems studied with thermal molecular beams has been given by
Bernstein and Muokorman in Iffl. 1967.

The resultB obtained from super-

thermal beams up to i 966 have been reviewed by Mdur and Jordan in

(Ros 1966).
One system that has received scant attention so far is the interaction between a metastable excited atom and a ground state atom.
This systGm is becoming increasingly important in the description of
Laser action, and other energy transfer processes. In general such
collisions will give rise to molecular states that cannot be reached
from the ground molecular state by an allowed transition, and so the
amount of information capable of being obtained spectroscopically is
small. On the other hand, beams of metastable atoms may be formed
and detected reasonably easily, and so it should be possible to
investigate such a system using the molecular beam technique.
The object of this thesis is to investigate the interaction

:5
between a metastable and a ground state atom. The actual systems
investigated were :-

CP)

-

-

The interactions of ground state Hg with the alkali metals have 'been
extensively studied by several workers (for a review see Bernstein
and Muoherman in HIR 1 967) and so it would be scientifically
rewarding to study the interactions between the alkali metals and
Hg (P), so that a comparison between the ground and excited
molecular states could be made.
As mentioned previously, the experimental information on the
interaction between a ground state atom and a metastable atom is
scanty. The only attempts, so far, to interpret the scattering of
metastable atoms in terms of the interactomic potential are listed
below.
Rothe et al (ROT 1965) observed the velocity- dependence of the
colliding with Ar and Kr, They

total cross section for He

interpreted, their result in terms of a Lennard-Jones (12.6) potential,
and obtained the parameters set out in table 1 .1.

Table 1
E

System

where

4o'

He (2s) - Ar

0.77

He (2 3 SI )

1.20

Kr

ol

1 _,o

m ,O

5.05
5000

E is the well depth and R,, the position of the potential

minimum.
Grosser and Ha'berland (GRO 1968). performed. the first differential
cross section measurement for a metastabe atom. They investigated
the systems: Ho* - He and He - Ar. They interpreted their result

by plotting log

t°)) against log c9) , where

observed intensity at a laboratory angle 9

is the

Classically, for small

G, this should be a straight line of slope ./3 (see chapter 2).
By noting the angle at which the slope started to diverge from
and by taking a theoretically calculated value for
range expansion of the interatomic potential as

vc)

in the long

S

76

for a Lennard.-Jones (12 SP 6) potential

they determined, limits on € and

for the He* - He system. Unfortunately they were not able to make an
independent determination ofE and R. . The limits they obtained, are
shovi in table 12.
Table 1 .2
System
*
He He

£

QO

''

) 128

R

4

4.98

In the experiments reported here, a beam of metastable mercury
Hg (3P) has been formed by crossing a ground state mercury beam
with a monoenergetic electron beam(LIC

LEV 1 968)
1 958, MCD 1960,

This metastEble beam has been crossed by a beam of either ground. state
K or ground. state Hg, and finally scattered metastable atoms have
been observed as a function of the laboratory angle through which
they have been scattered. The metastable atoms were detected by
counting the electrons they emitted by the Auger process from a
Potassium surface.

In Chapter 2 the theoretical background to the experiment is
reviewed. This is followed by a description of the apparatus and an
outline of the experimental procedure. Finally the results and
conclusions are presented. The values of various atomic properties

0
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are given in appendix I and details of the apparatus dimensions in
appendix 2.
The SI system of units has been used throughout this thesis,
apart from part of Chapter two where atomic units have been used.

CHAPTER TWO

THEORY

Introduction
The systems of interest in the present work involve the intractions of Hg ($P,) with Hg and K , both of these latter atoms being
in their electronic ground states. First a description of the
metastable atom will be given. This will be followed by.a description
of the possible molecular states which may arise in a collision between
and Hg ('s) or K( 2 S1)

Recently it has become apparent
-18
that the terms in the long range potential proportional to R , are

Hg

(V P,)

perhaps more important than was originally anticipated. Olson (OLS

1968) found such terms to be of importance in the interpretation of
L. - Hg scattering data, and more recently Okel and Van De Ree. (CKE
1 971) found it necessary to use such terms in their interpretation of
Alkali - Inert gas scattering data. Since Hg

(3)

possesses

a permanent quadrupole moment, it is possible that the quadrupole
induced dipole terms on being added to the quadrupole dipole
dispersion terms may produce an unusually large term p:;'oportional to
R 8 in the potential. For this reason the terms in the long range
potential proportional to R 6 and R 8 have been calculated, and the
results compared. Since one of the atoms is in an excited state, the
possibility of inelastic pocesses occurring during a collision exists
and this possibility is discussed. Finally, a brief review of the
theory of atomic collisions is given, and this is followed by a
description of how information about the interatomic potential may
be obtained from scattering data.
In the calculations in this Chapter, atomic units have been used
The atomic unit of energy used is 13.61eV and the atomic unit of
distance is 0,529 x 10

in.

Metastable Mee
Considering only the two outermost 6s and 6i1ectrons of Hg
and writing the determinental wave functions for these electrons as :

7

5' j 0—
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6
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1)
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where - - refer to spin wave functions, and the subscripts to 'e
quantum numbers, then the Russell Saunders wave functions for the
( J,M. )states may be written in terms of the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients as :
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The next problem

is to find, radial wave functions for the 6s and Gp

electrons.0 The main approximations that have been used. for such
calculations are the coulombic wave functions of Bates and Damaard.
(BAT 99) and either the Hartree or Hartree -Pock methods
The coulombic wave function approach has proved to be very
successful for atoms, such as the alkalis, where there is only one

+ sjrol

electron outside a closed shell. However this method does not appear
to be so successful for atoms with more than one electron outside a
closed shell. McConnell and Moiseiwitsch

(MCCI 968) have used

coulombic wave functions to describe the 'P end. 'P states of Hg.
To assess the reliability of their wave functions they calculated
and 3 P, -+ 'S0 and
oscillator strengthGfor the transitions 'P,-5'S0
achieved good agreement with experimental results. However, the
calculation of oscillator strength requires a knowledge of the ground
state wave functions, and in the present work it was decided to assess
the usefulness of the various wave functions by coinparingthe
theoretical and experimental polarisabilities for the 3 P state,
since an approximation for the theoretical polarisability may be
given in terms of the 6p wave function only. Since the polarisability
of the P state calculated by using the wave functions of McConnell
and Moiseiwitsch differed noticeably from the experimental value,
it was decided to calculate the wave functions by the Hartree-Fock
method. Because of the computer time involved in a full calculation,
several further approximations were introduced into the method.
These approximations were :
1

The core electrons is

- 5d1° ) were described by the

Herman and Skilman (HER 1963) wave functions for the
ground state atom. It was assumed that on promotion
of one of the 6 s 2 electrons to the 6p

level, these

core electron wave functions remained unaltered..,
2. The exchange interaction between the 6s and

6p

electrons was calculated as though in a standard HartretPock procedure, but the exchange interaction between
these outer electrons and the core electrons was
approximated to by the method outlined by Slater (sLA. 195-1).

The equations for these interations are given later.

3.

All relativistic effects were ignored.
The coulombic potential between the 6eth electron and all other

electrons and the nucleus is given by :

L'

V,C+)

? t(;). J.

Cv';ch.

¶

Lft
z - nuclear charge

where :

summation over all electrons apart

Q

from the

ce
e

'4 •.v
PC ,Q
As indicated above, the exchange term for the

6e

electron

consists of two parts. That due to the exchange between the

6e

electron and the core found by using the approximation suggested
by Slater (SLA 1951).
C.

:

where

'!

'/3

=-C

Z

(3L--

is over all electrons apart from the 6S
and

C

The exchange intoration between the

Cs

electrons is

and

given by the usual Hartree-Fock equations.
j;:
Ve3t.tC•l')

VQJ (-)

Az 0-) 1' (6,

)

where

.• (t-)

2.

L 'r

C
J

4;s)

0

j
'9.i-

.

'(tdi')

JS
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where + refer to singlet or triplet states respectively. The
factor -k arises because there is only one electron which can be
described by the

6p

wave function, as opposed to the three possible

electrons with the same spin that could contribute to the exchange
term if the 6p level was completely filled.
The radial wave function for the

6êth electron is found

by solving the radial wave equation.

+
C&

v(e ; )
c e e(er
-;_ I

c)

+

')

c )
>( CrA

2.6

where :

6e

Ge

6e
4-VCt)

V c)
•

th

is the eigen value for the 6 ,9 1 wave function.

Equation 2,6 is solved by the usual methods. First guesses are
made for P(6e ; r) to enable

V fi Cr)

calculated.. Then with a guessed value for

and

66 e

X,

to be

the equation is

integrated outwards from r = o to the point of inflection after the
outermost node, using Numerov 9 s method. The equation is integrated
inwards from r = oo to this point of inflection using the tail
procedure suggested by Froese (FRO 1963). The change in
necessary so that E.,should be the eigenvalue of the elgonfunction

p(6e ; r) is calculated by the method suggested by Froose. Then
using the new value of P

(6e

; r) the process is repeated until self-

consistency is reached within some specified limit. The eigenfunction for the remaining

6e th

electron is calculated in the same

way. Finally the whole process is repeated until both output wavefunctions agree with the input wavefunctions to within some specified
limit. When this occurs the wavefunctions are said to be self-

11

consistent. A programme was written that found these wavefunctions
automatically, provided initial guesses for P(6e;r) and

E6e

were

fed in. For the type of problem outlined above, a typical run time
on an I.B.M. 360/50 computer was about 5 minutes.
There is one point in the procedure outUned above that should
be considered further. In a full Hartree Pock calculation the
coulombic term (equation 2.2) would involve the
the summation over

6e

electron in

This "s4f-coulombic" term is exactly

flle

cancelled by a corresponding "se1fexchange" term. If Slater' s
approximation for the exchange terms (equation 2.3, but with the

Y

summation over all electrons) is used, this obviously goes to zero
as r goes to infinity and so the self coulombic term is not
cancelled and the long range potential experienced by the electron
tends to the value °/r as opposed to /r

Various ways of getting

around this difficulty have been tried. Herman and Skilman
artificially give

V6

C P) the value of 1/r for large r, and so

introduced a discontinuity of slope into the potential. In the
present calculation, the "self-coulomb" term has been omitted, and
because the 6s 6p exchange terms are being considered explicitly,
the 6s and 6p wave functions have been omitted from the approximation
to the exchange terms with the core electrons. While it is appreciatod
that this procedure i/c?ubtful validity from a strictly theoretical
point of view, it is felt that this may be counterbalanced by the fact
that it will not be necessary to ensure that the potential tends
towards 1/r which again is hard to justify following the reasoning
applied by Slater in the derivation of equation 2 .30
Slater et.ai (SLA 1 969) have suggested that better wave functions
may be obtained by approximating to the exchange terms with the
expression.

V

-

•
3

C

I3

)'13
3171
j

Li-b'-

tie

Pcve;.r)]

2 ,7
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For this reason wave functions have been calculated, using both equation
The results are set out in table 2,1

2,3 and 27.

TABLE 2_,j,,
Atomic
State

r

2

Electron

Eaii

6s
6p

1 168

705

0,665

109

6s

0,874

905

0,437

151

au

2

core exchange
equation 2,3
core exchangc
equation 2,7

5.7

6s

1!CC 1968

22,5
0,801.

6s

'p

0,289

906

core. exchange

26,7

equation 2,3

The value of these wavefunctions was tested by comparing the
theoretical and experimental values of the polarisability of the
3p state,
The polarisabilityis given by

2

o( Xx

<

S-

ffD

,°->

j

2.8

—E
where :
-

-

the summation over i being carried out over all electrons. Equation
2.8 can be greatly simplified if it is assumed that the contribution
from all electrons other than the
average energy

6p. will be small. If some

is written for E.

E' , and writing S a the

average value for the quantity:

S

_L

W

s
b0

c+) dsc+) c14-

2,9

13

where

is the radial wave function of the 6s electron when
state, then using the Unsold closure

the atom is in the

approximation, equation 8 may be written as

r

oLz

_
AE

2,10

<GflX.'i 6p>

If this is averaged over all M states, then for the 3 P,. state,,

!J

2,11

3E
Equation 2.9 has been evaluated for the extreme oases where t

also for where t = p The average of

represents the state Hg
these two cases gives

5
Taking values of

1.

=

0,99

from table 2,1, the values for the polarisabilities

obtained from equation 2,11 are set out in table 2,2, along with the
experimental results of Levine et al (LEV 1968).
was given the value 4.5 ev,
Table 2,2
Polaris abilities of Hg
Wave function

x I

6.4
89
16.0

Experimental

4.5

In all cases,

.E

As can be seen, none of the theoretical polarisabilities agree
particularly well with the experimental value. The agreement is
even worse when it is remembered that in calculating the polarisability
the contributions from the 6s and the core electrons have been
neglected. Of the values listed that given by the wave function
gives the closest approximation to the experiment value, and values
which will be required later are all calculated using this

of

wave function.
''there required, values of

for K and ground state Hg are

calculated from the wave functions of Herman and Skilman (HER 1963).
Molecular States
For large values of the interatomic distance, the spin-orbit
coupling between the orbital
the i

(L.)

and spin (S i ) angular momenta of

th atom is strong compared with the axial interatomic field.

In this case L 1 and S. will couple to give J. , and it is only the
components of J1 along the internuclear axis that will couple together.
In this instance, (J,) coupling, only the component () of the two
angular momenta J along the axis is well defined.
72.

Omitting any considerations of the nuclear spin angular momentum
the total angular momentum of the rotating molecule is given by
adding the angular momentum of the molecule (N) vectorially to 4.
This is known as Hund's case

C.

At smaller separations, the interatomic field may become
sufficiently strong that both the.

are coupled to it. In this

case it is the projections (M,) along the internuclear axis that
are well defined, and the total orbital angular momentum quantum
numbers of the molecule about this axis are given by

A

JML I +ML2I

Since the spins of the atoms are not affected by the interatomic
electrio field, the spin angular momentum quantum numbers are given
by adding the spins of the two atoms vectorially.

1

- s2
(s1 + S2
i)
2'
This is known as (AS) coupling. The electronic angular momentum
=

() is given by adding,and S vectorially. The total angular
momentum of the molecule is the vectorial sum of J. and the angular
momentum of the molecule (N). This is known as Hund 9 s case a.
In a collision between two atoms, the system will initially start
off in a state corresponding to Hund's case o, but as R decreases so
it will tend more towards Hund's case a. However, even at the
distance of closest approach, the system may only be described by
some intermediate form of coupling of the angular momenta. Particularly
this is trie for systems involving heavy atoms.
For Hg (3p

+ K ( 2 Si) the possible (A s) states are-:

c

11-

--

and the possible (J J) states arising from the various atomic states
are
Atomic States

3P 2 + 2
5p

1

(J j) States
5/241

+2S1

ff

13/

2

3,
2

3P0 +t2Sj.
It is not possible to unambiguously correlate the various (J) states
with (AS) states. The reason for this is that in general the wave
function describing a particular (A TL )., state can only be written
as a sum of (JJ)

states i.e.

A) =

3/;L

4

Z5

3a

1/.
12,-

17-

319

1

'4

5'A

Vz

e.

(AS)

Correlation Dirigralmor tig(P 1 ) XS )
.iPig 2-t.

2-

3

+ I SO

0
01

3P

I
01

3 c•-

i-

I

_t_
31D

lo

0

Correlation Jiagrarn for
rig 2.2

rig( PL)

1! g(S

0)

•t--

Bearing this restriction in mind, one possible correlation diagram
is shown in fig. 2.1.
For the case of Hg (P ) 4 Hg( '5 ) one possible
correlation diagram is shown in fig. 2.2. for those states with g
symmetry. A similar diagram will hold for those states with u
symmetry .
Unfortunately there is little spectroscopic data to shed any
light on any of these systems. Such data as is available is
summarised below.

Hg- K
Diffuse absorbtion bands were observed by Barratt (BAR 1 929),
but no information, about the molecular states was deduced.

Hg -Hg
Kuhn

(lam

1937) has estimated the ground state dissosiation

enerr to be approximately 0.078 ev. Of the states arising from
Hg(P1 ) + Hg ('S o ) ( O g O , Ig, lu) it is thought (}R 1950
p 399) that the O

probably has a shallow minimum, while the l

state has a deep minimum.

17
Long Rana2 Forces
For large values of

the perturbation may be expanded in

B..,

inverse powers of R. the first two terms of which for neutral atoms
are :
V(R)

=

(xx2

~

y1,

y2

(2x 1

+

+

- 2 z1
,

+

[r1

- r2 2

2y1 y2 - 3 z z 2 ) (z. -. z 2 )]

x2

1

2.12

For ground state atoms, the first order correction to the ener gy is
zero. i.e.

*tII

<

2.13

However the second order ener gy

Vtjy

i?iii_
2.11+

is in general non zero and negative. p and q represent the ground states
of the two atoms, and i and j represent their respective excited states.
.

indicates that the summation is over all states i and j except

i = p and j = q simultaneously.
Equation 2.14 thus contains the permanent moment induced moment
contributions to the interatomic potential as well as the dispersion
terms.
London (LON 1930) has given an approximation to equation 2.11+
for the dipole - dipole dispersion forces, in terms of the polarisabilitiesaf the atoms. This approximation is

4opt

S

I

E)

where the o(..aro the static atomic polarisabilities and the A

2.15

. are

average excitation energies. Frequently the A C. are taken to be

18
ionization energies, although for atoms, such as the alkalis with a
single dominant transition, the &E4, are taken to be the energy of
this transition.
Slater and Kirkwood. (SLk 1 931

)

have given a variational

calculation of the long range forces.
- .1 3 c
6

where

(L,

r 0

a •

2q16

. (c./)'

is the number of electrons in the valence shell of atom i,

e is the electronic charge and

a

0,529 x 10-10m

For the case of two different atoms, one of which is in an
excited state, the second order energy will be given by equation 2.14.
The only difference is that if there is a dipole allowed transition to
the ground state from the excited state, then the denominator in
equation 2,11i. may be positive. Thus the dispersion forces between an
excited and a ground state atom may be either attractive or repulsive.
In the case of Hg (P.) where the transition to the ground state is
strongly forbidden, the dispersion forces will be attractive. Taking
to be 4.5 ev and of

the average dipole exitation energy of Hg
K (S) to be 1 .7 ev and taking

I , the results

= 2 and

for c as given by the London and Slater Kirkwood formulae are given
in table 2.3.
Table -J
Cfi coefficients for H g
C6

(London)

C6

(SK)

4

+ K

-77
4-9 x 10 J

i- 5.5 x 10-17J
-5.2x10 77 J m 6

Approximations to the dispersion forces in R

have been given

by several authors, but for the case of Hg (IP) + alkali, the most

I.,

convenient is that quoted in (DAR 1970). This was obtained by
substituting the term in equation 2.12 proportional to R - i in
equation 2014. Equation 2.14 was simplified by taking average

values for the excitation energies and applying the Unsld closure
approximation to the summations over both atoms.
This gives :

Teo

•1.

4ito& 4
&

2.17
CH

where

is the average dipole excitation energy of atom i

Re

Z'

"

"

quadrupole

Equation 2.17 has been averaged over all 11, states and assumes that
,

Hg

(P,)

is adequately described by (1 S J M) coupling. If some other

coupling scheme is used, this will only alter the coefficient of the
second. term.

It has been assumed throughout that atom a is in an S

state, with only one perturbable electron.
The contribution of the permanent quadrupole induced dipole

interaction to equation 2.17 is

IV

-

<

6~

9 6tb>l

2.18

IT"

where again equation 2.18 has been averaged over all M states, and
(L 5, J M) coupling has been assumed.
The values of

obtained for Hg (BPj -K are shown in table 2.4

were calculated from the wave function N of table 2.1 and the
,

95

results are given in appendix I

was calculated from the wave

functions of Herman and Skilman (HER 1 963).

The following values for

-

the average energies have been used :
= 50 ev

= 1+ 5 ev CtC)

'!•

Ee

=107ev

(t.()

=205ev

Table 2. 14.
System

e. (quad md dip)

C.

-.i oi x10 -95

4. i.z. x io

Hg(3P2 ) - K

The other system of interest is Hg (P..) - Hg ('s e )

r in8

In this

case the system consists of two like atoms, one of which is in an
excited state.

In this case there are two degenerate wave funitions

describing the system.

In the previous case it was tacitly assumed

that the atoms were so far apart that electron exchange effects were
<,

negligable, and so the first order wave function for the two atoms a
and b was written as:

where i

is asymmetric in electrons I

electrons N +1 -

-

N, and )D

asymmetric in

(a having N electrons, and b M electrons)

In the present case, where the atoms a and b are indistinguishable,
"

there are two possible wave functions

where

represents the excited wave function.
In this case the first order enerr of the system is given by

V=X

_E,
=0

where

<c

(VI c

since

and

and the two possible wave functions for the system are :

r--

. JL

4-.

-

In other words for the case of two like atoms, one of which is in an
excited state, there exists the possibility of a first order interaction.
This degeneracy may also affect the second order contributi6n0
Equation 2.14 may be written as

.. 1 <

VV

IV

t

-'

whore

I

L

H

.Y

I°c

J

etc

If average values are substituted for E - E etc.,, then the closure
approximation may be used, and :

i-AEQ.

But the first order energy has already been shown to be
:t

<=M>

It is worth comparing equation 2.1 9 with the second order energy given
by the wave function
tl'v
For this hypothetical system, the two like atoms have been assumed to
be distinguishable, and

2.19

22
-

f<1t(

I-

'

fi, C

V

—

__L_—

t £L_

into equation 2.19 gives

Sustituting

AE0.

r

Aa

For the present case of Hg ( 3 i') + Hg ( ' s)

<iv'n"

— < iviz>J

the first order inte-

action <ItVII) will vanish because the 'S state cannot combine
with the sP2, state.

(This remark will not be true for the

state where it is necessary to include a wave function with the
characteristics of the 'P state into the wave function describing the
, 1I/ will also disappear since
3 ? state). The quantity IV
integrals of the type

S

(2
I v'

(i)

s'f6. (3)

9

(2

'Yot 1t

L

will appear as factors, and obviously this integral is zero from parity
considerations, and so for the present special case

and values for

and c may be calculated from equations 2.1 5, 2.16

and 2.17. Taking
= 8.0 ev
and calculating

r

the results for cand.
table 2.5.

(t '
CQ

C

k

9.0 ev

from the wave functions of (HER 1963),

for Hg C 3P) + Hg ('s e ) are presented in

23

Table 2.5

Q.

Ce coefficients for Hg (Pi + Hg

and

C (London)
C (S.K.)

=+i

.6 x 10 -77

= ti .9 x 10

77

jm6
is

-

it

=i08xi077
= 40.12x 10
S (quad.ind..dip)*OoOlx 10

It is obvious from tabl2,4 and 2.5 that the contribution from
the permanent quadrupole induced dipole term is small compared with the
quadrupole dipole dispersion terms, being approximately

and 8% for Hg

for Hg

K

Hg..

Before comparing the relative contributions to the long range
potential arising from the terms proportional to 1.6 and R-8 .9 it is
worth considering the possible errors involved in the preceeding
calculations. Recent experimental determinations of C(, for alkali
collision partners have shovri agreemezit to within
Kirkwood result (Bernstein and Muckeruian

+
-

10% of the

Slater-

in ICR. 1967). The

coefficients in the present work will not be as accurate for the
following reasons.

1

There is no single, dominant transition from Hg (3P) to
compare with the dominant transition of the alkalis. The

replacement of the ener gy denominator in equation 214 by
some average value is more likely to give a substantial error.

20

Whereas there is only a single, isotropic value for the
(Q
polarisability of the alkalis, this is not true for Hg
• In the calculation of C
polarisability

()

, an isotropic average

has been used. The various

polarisability components obtained from the measurerxnt of
Levine et al (LEV 1968) and the fomulae of Robinson et al

z~

(ROB 1966) relating the components are given in table 2,6.
Table 26
Polarisability Tensor Components

ot (J M) x iO

Component
(2,2)

4. 7

(2,2)

14 .4.

(2,1)

' m3

14.14

(2,1)

4.6

Ot

(2,0)

14- 03

ct

(2,0)

2.6

'M)bY the average value of
zz
0 3
of less than 5%.
-= 4.4-5x1 0 3 m will give an error for each

The replacement of each

The error in F was estimated to be 33%, and so the total errxor in
each c

arising from the polarisability values alone will be

approximately 4.QZ.

This is to be compared with the 5'1 C3i error in

the alkali polarisabiities.

Thile it is not possible to give an

exact figure for the error involved by replacing the energy summation

)pY

by an average energy, it is unlikely that the error for the c
coefficient of any M state is much jess than 5o.

1r" -

If accurate wave functions were used in equation 2.11, the
resulting polaris ability should underestimate the actual p olarisability
since the contributions from all electrons other than the 6p have been
neglected. Since the calculated value overestimates the polarisability
by 40%, the error in

will probably have an error of similar

magnitude. (Bearing in mind, that an energy summation has again been
replaced by an average value). Almost certainly the e:ror in
will be greater than this. Thus the error in c9 will be large,

0

-J.

0

C)
b

—

—

U-

C6

:30 U

.41
10

3 oul 0
—

40 Li

0

U

CL

—7
3.0

-.

7.0

6.0
p

6

loin )

Theoretical Potontil for
fig 2.3

8. Q

U

-O5

- cc

)t

Joules

p6

Re

-1.0

- 1 .55-I----500

8.0

7.'O

6.0
-

heorotica1 ±otential for hg(P
Pig 2.4

i('S0

)

'--I

perhaps of the order of 1O. Almost certainly, the value calculated
will overestimate the actual value,
and

/64_c/

figure 2.3 for the case where

for Hg ( 3 P.) + K have been plotted, in
C6 = 5.2 x 10- 7 J m and

C. =

1.4x10 95 3m 8
For Hg

up to perhaps 605 x 10 '° in. For

least as important as those in
R < 5.0 x 10

are at

+ K it is apparent that the terms in R

overlap of the electron clouds of the two atoms

will invalidate the expansion of the potential as a series in
Even if c has been substantially overestimated, it would appear to
be large enough to warrant inclusion in the detailed interpretation of
any experimental data influenced by the long range part of the
potential.
As can be seen from figure 2.4 the

terns are not so

important for Hg ( 3 P.) + Hg ('S 0) and may probably be neglected in
the phenomenological interpretation of scattering data.
Inelastib Processes
The energetically possible inelastic processes for Hg
are
Hg (Is 0) + K'+ e + 1.11 eV 2,20

K ( 2 s1)

Hg K

+

+e +

AE

*

-.. Hg ('s 0 ) + K +AE

The processes in equations 2.20 and 2,21 are known respectively
as Penning and assosiative ionization. For the general case of

*

A +B

+

—p A+B. +
*

the molecular state corresponding to A - B has the same energy as the

2.2-1
2,22

continuum of states corresponding to A + B + + o. The process can
be considered to occur by a radiationless transition between the two
types of state. Associative ionization is likely to occur when the
state A - B has a deep potential minimum. The selection rules for
such transitions have been given by Kronig (KRO 1 928). For the case
of different nuclei - s,the general selection rules are :
±

where J is the total electronic and orbital angular momentum, and +,

describe the symmetry of the state with regard to reflection in the
If the system is described, by

plane including the internuclear axis
Hund 9 s case a

A

= 0,

= 0

alternatively, if Hunds case o is applicable

If the two nuclei are identical, then the general selection rule :
U

'1 S0

is also applicable.

The molecular state arising from Hg ('S 0 + K + + e will be a

V.

state in (As) coupling terms. In terns of (JJ) coupling,

the system is coupled according to Hund's case C, four out of the
fivi possible potentials arising from Hg

PO

+ K

may make

a radiationiess transition and so it is possible that the Penning
ionisation may be appreciable in such a collision. If the system is
bettor described by Hund's case a coupling then ra&Lationless transitions
will only occur for those states of Hg (P + K ('S.,,) that include
a proportion of states of

'/

(A:

1,7T)

symmetry in a configuration

interaction description of the states. in this case four out of the

five states might include some

A character, but any statement as to

how much 2A was present in a description of each state wild be shear
guess work, and so it is not possible to.inake any comments on the
magnitude of the Penning ionization cross section.
Intermultiplet transitions such as Hg (3t') --..oHg Cs PO are unlikely as

.E0.79ev is lower than the first excitation energy

of K (1 .68 ev) While it is a siinplication to suggest that inelastic
cross sections are proportional to

eCAE (c - constant), in general

such cross sections are large, only when & E is small. For this reason,
the cross section for

Hg ( 3 p2 ) + K —3m

Hg ( 5 0 ) + K + 0.79 ev

is likely to be small. Similarly, process 2.22 is most unlikely as
values for AE must be

E >

1.11 ev

if ionization does not occur.
A variation of process 2.22 may be written as

Hg (p2 ) + K -' Hg ( I SO ) + K + AM

2.23

Although this transition is forbidden by electric dipole, quadrupole
and magnetic dipole selection rules, the line

's0 -

3P

has been

seen in absorbtion by Lord. Rayleigh (BAY 1 927) and is apparently due
to the influence of nuclear spin (i-iuF 1930)

Because the duration of

a collision (10_ 1 sees) is very short even when compared with the
lifetimes of states with electric dipole allowed transitions to the
ground state (10 sees), it is unlikely that process 2.23 is of any
importance.
In conclusion, the inelastic cross sections for collisions between
Hg (!.') and K ( S.h. ')

are likely to be small, apart from the

possibility of Penning/assosiative ionization, although it is unlikely

that cross sections for this process wi].l be large. For the case of

He ( 35)

colliding with inert gases, where some rad.iationless

transitions are allowed for both Hund. 9 s cases a and o, the measured.
Penning cross sections are typically of the order of 10 x 10720m2
it is improbable that Penning cross

(Muschlitz in ROS 1966), and

sections for the present system would be much larger than this.

In the case of Hg C 3 P) + _Hg

('s 0

)

the only inelastic process

that is likely to have a non negligible cross section is that of
"—enxfl7

transfer. But since, as has been shown above,

<Ivl4>

z

it is unlikely that the cross section for this process is large.
Scattering Thy
As this has been been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere (e.g.
Bernstein in ROS 1966, Pauly and Toennios in BAT 1965) only a brief
outline will be given here.
A two body collision process can be reduced to a single body
equivalent process by removing the motion of the centre of mass. The
equivalent single body process discusses the interaction of a particle
of mass , v..
in1

in2

in

and velocity equal to the resultant velocity of the two colliding
particles interacting with a potential v(R) This section is only
concerned with the single particle equivalent process, the motion of
the centre of mass being irrelevant until the centre of mass results
are transformed into the laboratory coordinate system.

-

Classically, the differential cross section (at the centre of
mass angle ?.) is given by
I

e

i

)

2.24

-

Fr

b

7c

Classical Deflection Function

rig 25

29
where 'A(b) is the classical deflection function which relates the angle
). through which a particle is scattered by a potential V (R), to
its impact parameter b. The summation is over all branches of the
deflection function that contribute to the angle Z
..L[ I

- ev-

-

vC

-

.i

22 5
0

where E is the relative kinetic energy oi the system, and R. is the
distance of closest approach, given by

Tk :

K

=€.

%(b) is shown dia'ammaticaUy in figure 2,5. As may be seen, three
branches contribute to the scattering for X< X but only one branch
contributes for

X > X.p.

For large R, the long range potential may be expanded as

Vi1)&

±-'P.S 5

Substituting in equation 2,24 for the case where b is large,
gives

)'/5

C

-

_.2.( + • i)

L5)

where
S)

S

-Ii-

P) being the gamma function. For the case where S = 6 a graph of
iog[I(x) ] v log (x)
has a slope of

74

Equation 2,24 becomes infinite when

and. when
).
The angle
bow angle.

7.

at whith

cI X((

vanishes is known as the rain-

-

In a quantum mechanical ('Q)A) description of scattering, the
singularities mentioned. above become finite, in accord with experiment.
Another difference with the classical approach is that the various
scattered contributions at an angle 7— do not simply add together, but
there is a phase relationship between the contributions, and interference
effects occur.
A complete QM description of the system can be given if a
solution

can be found. for SchrBd.inger°s equation.

where

W
A

_-,sv

40

Ly

46

r*rs
-j&
i refers to all the electrons, and. c( to the nuclei of the system. U

is the coulombic interaction energy of all the particles, and E is the
total energy of the system. The motion of the centre of mass may be
separated out by use of the coordinate (for diatoaiç molecule)
R = r -

and

r. = r t- ni

CL

+rnx

F
where 4,-, is the lab coordinate of the4 nucleus and 1

coordinate of the

/

7

is the lab

04 electron. Writing

(Born Oppenheimer approximation) this gives a single equation
describing the nuclear motion
-

where the 11(R)

- (E—vci%()

0

2,26

are solutions of the electronic SchLdinger equation

and may be considered as the potential energy for the equation
describing the nuclear motion. The question now arises as to that form
should take. From an observer located at the centre of mass,
the scattering process can be considered as the incidence of a plane

.11

wave (representing a monoenergy particle) onto a scattering centre.
If scattering occurs, then a scattered wave should emanate from the
scattering centre • This can be represented by

e

C.

#

2.27

where it has been assumed that the scattering is cylindrically
symmetric about the internuclear (z) axis, and
k

14

In equation 2.27 the incident wave is represented by
and the scattered wave by

-

f)

zi'-t incident intensity ' the caered intensit t some

For

angle ) to the

Z axis and a distance R away will be

/'4WY

ilk-

lM
over a detector of area dA, and ao the scattered differential cross
section is
2-218

The problem is to evaluate

gtA

for a wave function in the form

of equation 2.26 that is a valid solution of SchrMinger's equation.
By transforming to spherical coordinates (R, 9,
assuming that

f

) and by

is separable in these coordinates. i.e.

X.(i)

u.cw c9cs)

(4?)

the incident wave may be expressed as an infinite sum of partial waves,
each with a specific orbital angular momentum. This method finally
gives
(%)

where q

._J_-

i . fte t l)
ec

'U_s)

is the phase difference betyeen the

ele

2.2.'1

partial wave

scattered by the potential V(R) and the same partial wave for the case

32
when v(a) = 0
The problem is now reduced to finding

Q.

. This can be done

by solving the so called radial equation
..L

.

-L

for the two cases where

Y

-(-_vc)_e(!;)]WCP)

)=V(R) and

v(n)

° 2.30

o and comparing the

phases of the two solutions at large R. (Since V(R) is independent of
9 and

f

, v( R)

will only appear in the radial equation).

Although this gives exact phase shifts, it is very laborious for
atomic collisions where the maximum value of

e

is typically 1000 or

so0 Provided, the collision is not between slow moving, light atoms,

ZT
the

approximation may be used. In this appi'oximation, the phase

shifts are given by their classical equivalent.
jpf

2.31

The impact parameter is related. to 1 through
(i+)
R0 ±s again the distance of clot approach.
In the differential cross sections reported later, IN) has been
calculated from equation 2.28, where

1)

has been obtained from

equation 2.29 with the phase shifts given by equation

2,31.

Transformation from Centre of Mass to Laboratory Coordinates
So far the discussion has been confined to the centre of mass
coordinate system. To compare theoretical and experimental results,
it is necessary to transform centre of mass angles X to the laboratory
angles
For the particular case of elastic scattering between beams
intersecting at some angle

, the transformations can be made by

means of the so called. Newton diagram. The Newton diagram for the

iewtn i)iagram

}ig 2.6

-'-1

case of Hg K is shown in figure 26 If the masses and velocities
of the two beams are Mi, Vi and 142,V2 respectively, then the initial
resultant velocity V ' is

2.33

V1V#VVI)V.c,I)*J
The velocity of the centre of mass

(C)

divides V

such that

V 1 = VI / + V2 /
where
V'

M2

Vi /

and

V2

= MI V
MI + M2

Mi + M2

M 1 , V1, +

L—
P1+M2.

C,

Mf—

2.34
I

For the case of elastic scattering, the final relative velocities Vii
and W2 1 of particles I and 2, respectively are :
/

I

and

= I Vi /

(w e)

The final relative velocity

I W2 I = V2 / I

being rotated through an angle

relative to the initial relative velocity (V I ). The problem is to find
the laboratory angle 9 at which the particle I, scattered through the

c of

in

angle X. will appear. Now :

[v -

Wi t-

AVI ;zW1j

whore
.

[

c_'

_v

[C c.

W)V M
—

W1

zY1

.

and

WL': MI

W1

Mti-M.

In the transformation of differential cross sections from the
c of in to the lab. coordinates.

2.9 0 vI 0 v

0

r(x-v')

h.
01

J1

2.35

where d.w is the solid, angle subtended in the c of

in

coordinate system,

and dn. is the solid angle in the LAB system, it is necessary to know
(.W
Consider an area cIA normal to WI
4/W I

&

and in the lab, system

JA S Po
WI
~

•

Now
er

c

W

So

WI

and so
cLfl.

WI'

(WI-wi"—c.')

2.36

Interp re tation of Results
Apart from the case where V(R) is a monotonic function of R, it
is not possible to find, a unique potential to account for the observed

scattering.

This has been illustrated by Luoma (LUO 1970) who

produced similar scattering patterns from a Lennard. Jones (12,6) and
a "hard sphere" potential. This implies that there is always a certain
amount of ambiguity in a potential reconstructed from scattering data.
Up to the present time, the usual approach to the interpretation
of scattering data has been to choose some potential V(-R), and then to

alter V(R) until the scattering pattern calculated from it agrees
reasonably well with the experimental data. Recently, progress has been
made to reverse the process; to calculate V(R) directly from the
experimental data. Buck (BUC 1971a has outlined how this may be done,
)

for those systems that showy pronounced, quantum oscillations.

The

experimental restrictions required to use the method are severe, and
it is necessary that both beams should be velocity selected. Buck
and Pauly (Buc 1971b) have carried through the procedure for Hg - Na
The method that has been almost universally used to date, and
must still be used if the data is not sufficiently well resolved to
use Buck°s method is to represent V(R) by some parametric form, and
to vary the parameters until certain distinctive features of the
calculated scattering pattern agree with the same features as observed
experimentally. The more commonly used parametric representations are
listed below,
Lerinard-Jones (n,6)

" 1(\ P. 1

v)
£

where :

(

6

i\

=

well depth

=

position of well minimum

Typically values of n lie in the range 8S n

1

j j

2.37

12.

Buckingham (, 6)

V(R)

6C

e"°'

t)

2.38

whore o( has similar values to n above.
Although the R' repulsive term might be criticised on the
grounds that the theoretical repulsive exchange forces are exponential
in character, it is found in practice that over a small range of R
(joe, a limited impact energy range) the Lonnard-Jones potential does
describe the potential adequately for most purposes. Equation 2,38
suffers from the disadvantage that as B. - o, so V(R) --p -oo. In
other words there is a maximum in V(R) for some value of R less than
R• For reasonable values of c( and over a small impact energy
M

range, this disadvantage is usually inconsequential.

#'.1

Some remarks will now be given on the distinguishing features of
differential cross section measurements, and how the parameters in
equations 237 and 2.38 may be evaluated from them. For the simple
case of monoenergetic collisions (i.e. two velocity selected beams)
the differential cross section is a rapidly oscillating function of

2

(and hence of Q ). The wavelength of these oscillations is primarily
dependent on the inverse of the relative momentum of the colliding
system. For values of the quantum parameter

A less than about 0,1,

where :
(%)tl

y

contact

h
-

Value of

for which V.) = o

it is found. that (Bernstein in ROS 1966) the high frequency oscillations
are modulated and the so called rainbow and supernumary rainbow angles
are well resolved. (seefigure 5.10.

For

)

01, this modulation

of the high frequency structure is not nearly so apparent. The rainbow
angle maybe recoguised from the fact that for X> X., only one branch
of the deflection function contributes to the scattering, and so the
quantum oscillations, and the intensity,rapidJ.yclecrease at angles
greater than the rainbow.
The position of the rainbow angle

X,-

is determined almost

entirely by the well depth parameter E , and the variation of X4. with
the impact enerr E enables quite accurate determinations of FE to
be made. The spacings between the supernumary rainbows and the rainbow
itself are determined mainly by R m . Once again the accuracy with which
it is possible to find. R may be increased by observing the spacings
as a function of the impact ener. As the collision enerr is increased.,
so the spacing is reduced, Usually the experimental data is only good
enough to enable two parameters to be determined, but if the velocity

selection and angular resolution are sufficiently good for a suitable
system, it may be possible to observe the high frequency oscillations,
and so enable an independent determination of n or o. to be made.
The usual procedure follovod in the interpretation of scattering
data is to choose one or other of the parametric representations, to
arbitrari'y fix n or c as the case may be, and then to determine E.
and R

so that the best agreement with the experimental results is

obtained. It should be pointed out that the values of E and
determined depend quite strongly on both the parametric representation
used, and also on the value assigned to the third parameter.
(Bernstein and Mucherman in HIR 1 967).
It is perhaps worthwhile to point out some of the limitations of
the parametric representations of V(.R)

Taking, for example, the

Lennard-Jones (12,6) potential, V(R) is the sum of two terms, one
repulsive and the other attractive. The balance between these terms
produces a well of depth £ at a distance Rmo Thus if an experiment
to determine V ) is only sensitive to the well depth, it is of little
use, for example comparing the

c.

coefficient from the parametric

representation with that determined theoretically. For the LennardJones (n,6) potential,

c6 is given by :

c(e,6) z -_

fft

(t't-6)

2.39

and it may be that only £ is well determined. Many of the serious
disagreements between theoretical and "experimental"

coefficients

noted in the past can be ascribed tob.'ying to extract too much
information from the potential. If the aim of the experiment is to find
the c6 term, then it is the scattering at small X that is of primary
importance, and a parametric representation that is fitted to this data
may fail quite badly in describing the short range repulsion.
A good illustration of this is provided by Olss (OLS 1968)

-I'

analysis of the Hg - LZ

system. The parameters obtained, from the

glory extrema in the total cross section data of Rothe and Vanekiasen
(ROT

1967) failed to reproduce the differential cross sections of

C-roblicki and Bernstein (G.RO 1965).

Neither of these two sets of

parameters gave c6 coefficients that resembled those calculated.
theoretically. Olsen showed that a range of £ and R

reproduced the

glory extrerna, and another range reproduced the differential cross
section. These two ranges of values overlapped., and by taking values
for E and R

in the region of overlap, both sets of experimental

results were adequately reproduced.. Much better agreement was obtained.
by using the Buckingham - Corner parametric representation.

P$1

p'>,

p S

with the parameter

P

in the range

(o-4(

2)

'R.

The value of C

2.39

found

in this case was in good areement with that calculated. theoretically.
In the experiments reported here there was no velocity selection
and so it was not possible to observe the rainbow and supernary angles
as a function of enerr. This will decrease the accuracy with which
it is possible to determine the parametersE and R.

CHAPTER THREE

EXPERIMENTAL

Introduction
The apparatus was designed for high angular resolution,
differential cross section measurements at small angles. In this
configuration, it has been used to look at the small angle structure
in scattering for the systems :
Na - K
K - I

(cow 1 968)

K - 12 (HoR 1 969)

In these experiments, the main beam was velocity selected, while the
cross beam had a V 3 distribution,
For the present experiment, the main bean was metastable Mercury
formed by the electron bombardment of a round state mercury beam..
Since this is

rather inefficient process, with perhaps only I in 10 4.

atoms being excited, the measured main beam intensities were of the
order of 105 atoms/see. Velocity selection would reduce this to
perhaps IO atoms/sees which is too low for the differential cross
section experiments envisaged. For this reason, the high resolution
capability of the apparatus was not used, but angular sweeps were
carried out over a much wider range than has been the case previously.
Typically, sweeps have been taken out to about 10

0

.

J.

compared with 1-2

0

.

previously.
A complete description of the apparatus has been given in Cowle y Vs
thesis (COW 1968) and by Cowley et al (Cow 1969). A description of
the modulation scheme has been given by Home (H0R 1969).

Thus only

a brief description of the apparatus will be given here. This will he
followed by a more detailed description of the metastable atom source
and detector.
Main Vacuum Chamber
This consisted of a stainless steel frame, measuring 22 me.
along all sides and 12 ins high. Side plates were bolted to this frame
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and sealed with rubber rings. An alkali atom detector was bolted to
one side plate, and the metastable atom detector to an adjacent side
plate. The remaining side plates have the electrical, and water feed
throughs and a perspex viewing window. The bottom plate held a water
-

cooled, chevron baffle for a 12 in diffusion pump. The lid, which
could be raised by means of a hoist, contained a large, copper liquid
nitrogen cold trap. Copper curtains were bolted to the cold trap an
hung down so that when the lid was in position these curtains covered
all the four side plates. This provided a very high pumping speed for
easily condensible materials.
Vacuum Punrp
The main chamber was pumped by an Edwards 12 in oil diffusion
pump, backed by an Edwards ISC 450B rotary pump. A liquid nitrogen
cold trap in the backing line between the two pumps helped prevent
contamination of the rotary pump by condensible materials. Backing
pressures were measured with a Pirani gauge, and main chamber pressures
were measured with an Edwards ,G 2 MA. ionisation gauge.
Apparatus Sub frame
This consisted of a dural frame, which rested on two raile
inside the vacuum chamber. Pig. 31. A stop on one of the rails
ensured that it could be reproducibly replaced. The beam sources on
their respective mounts sat on two sets of two parallel rails, mounted
mutually at right angles in a central hub. The hub was connected to
the frame by means of bearings located in the base plate of the frame.
Thus the oven rails were free to rotate relative to the frame. Cooling
water was fed through the central hub, and from there was conducted
around the apparatus through copper pipes. The rails were rotated
relative to the frame by means of a "].osyn" stepping motor and a gear
box

Because Iodine had destroyed the original bearings in the
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stepping motor, these were replaced by Fafnir S3KDD bearings, as the
original bearings were unobtainable in this country. This necessitated
skimming 0017" off the diameter of the Siosyn shaft.
The angular position of the rails was measured by means of a
"Minitac". An external Watesta counter counted the Moire fringes
produced by the instrument, thus enabling the relative movement of the
rails to be determined. The Minitac was connected to the hub by means
of rubber tyred wheels whose diameters were arranged so that each
increment on the Watesta counter represented a rotation of 0.0250 o f
the rails. Provided the rails were not rotated through more than 200
or so, the rails could be returned to their starting position with an
error of not more than 0,050.
The apparatus was wired with PTFE insulated wire, and connections
were made with Cannon multiway plugs.
Modulation
The experiments of Cowley were performed in a D.C. mode. In
other words with the main beam on, the cross beam flag was opened for
several seconds and the detector output counted over this period of
time. The cross beam flag was then shut, and the detector output
again counted for the same period of time. The difference between
these two counts gave the sigiial. However, a vast improvement in the
signal to noise ratio may be obtained if the periods over which the
detector output is being counted are short compared to the period of
the statistical fluctuations of the background noise. In the
modulation scheme used in the present apparatus (H0R 1 969) a two bladed
chopper disk was mounted in front of the cross*. beam, and driven by a
Smiths 113 MHS/3 hysteresis motor, rotating at 16.7 Hz. The chopper
blades also interrupted a light beam between a bulb and a Ferranti
silicon solar cell (Type MS9B), and the output signal from the cell was
used to drive an "in phase" detector system.
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The "in phase" counting system consisted of two delay/ width
lines and two counters (Fig. 3.2). A signal from the solar cell,
indicating that the chopper was open, triggered the delay of the
"signal + noise" line. This delay was set to 3

in

secs. The output

from this delay was fed to a 16m sec. delay at the start of the "noise"
line, and to the 12 m sec0 width unit in the "signal + noise" line.
The output from this width unit was fed into an "and" gate so that for
the duration of the width, the "signal + noise" was being counted.
The 16 m sec. delay at the start of the "noise" line triggered the
"noise" width unit after the chopper had shut off the cross beam, so
that the appropriate counter will only count "noise" pulses. A clock
counter counted 100 pulees from the solar cell before triggering the
punch unit to punch out the accururnulated counts from the two counters
and to reset the counters to zero. To compensate for slight differences
in the 12 m sac. width unit and the two counters, the roles of the two
widtly'counter lines were reversed after each batch of 100 counts from
the solar cell. Thus, if for the first batch, one line was counting
"signal+noise", for the second. -batch of 100 it was counting "noine".
The delay/width units were AIM PVD103 unit. The two width units
were modified-by AIM Ltd., so that full scale on the 10

in

sec. range

was 12 in see. The amplifiers used in the two lines were AIM PPA 104.
units. The counters were Hewlett Packard 5245L and 3734A units.
By altering the delay units so that both counters were counting
at the same time, it was possible to set up the two width units so
that the outputs from the two counters were the same to within ± I at
2.8 x 103
a count rate of amS==71.

sec

Data Collection
The output from the apparatus was i2n the form of punched tape*
Information may be punched out in "sentences"of 16 lines of information.

Each sentence was printed out after 100 pulses from the chopper had
been counted. The

1

6 lines of information were distributed, as follows:

5 lines for 3734 or Watesta counters or "manual"
6 lines for 524.5 counter

2 lines for condition codes
3 lines for separator codes

The separator codes separate the pieces of information, and always
appear in the same unique order, so that any corruptions in the sentence
(e.g. failure to print a line) can be noticed, The Watesta counter
output gives the angle of the turntable. The manual output can be set
up by the operator on switches. By this means, the beginning and
ends etc., of sweeps can be signalled. The condition codes signify
the type of information being printed out.
At any position of the turntable, the data collection procedure
was as follows. First the angular position of the turntable, as
measured on the Wate.sta counter was punched out, along with the relevant
"angle" condition code, The Watesta output was punched out after 100
chopper pulses had been counted. The number of times that the angle
was punched out was controlled by the operator.
The next information to be printed out was the background noise.
The main beam exciter voltage was switched off, and the detector output was accumulated in the two counters for the two cases where the
cross beam was on andoff. Obviously the outputs from thetwo counters
should be the same (within limits set by the background noise
statistics), these measurements check that there was no spurious
signal in phase with the time signal. Four measurements were made with
the main beam off.
Finally the main beam was switched on, and measurements made for
the signal + noise when the cross beam was on and noise when the cross
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beam was off. The number of measurements made was controlled by the
operator. Typically, when sweeping over the main beam, four measurements were made at each angle, but this was extended to 10-12 as soon
as scattering was seen.
After the last measurement had been made, the turntable was
automatically moved to a new position, the angle through which the
turntable was rotated being controlled by the operator, and the
procedure repeated..
Excited Atom Sources
In general the excited states of atoms can be reached by at
least one of the three processes listed below.
i) Optical excitation
Excitation by the interaction with a charged body
Thermal excitation
States which can be reached by an allowed transition from the
ground state will have,in general, very short lifetimes of the order
Of 10 sees, or so. For this reason such states are not suited to
molecular beam techniques. However, the cross section for the process
Hg
is large, and Hg (F

+ N2

-

Hg

( 3 p0 ) +

atoms have been formed by irradiating mixtures

of Hg and N 2 vapours (ScH 1962). It might be possible to form a beam
of Hg

( 3

P0 ) atoms by passing a beam of ground state atoms through a

chamber filled with N2 and irradiating the chamber with radiation of wavelength 0.2537jirn
Excitation by collisions with charged particles is generally
achieved through ; a) collisions in a discharge or b) collisions
with an electron beam. Discharge sources can provide very intense
sources of metastable atoms. Their main disadvantages are that they
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tend. to be bulky and also if an atom has more than one metastable
state, then all the metastable levels tend to be populated. Also the
temperatures of discharge sources are uncertain, and so considerable
errors can arise from this source unless a velocity selector is used.
Excitation by electron impact is more selective insofar as only
those states with energies less than that of the electron beam will be
populated. The main disadvantage of electron impact excitation is
that it is rather inefficient, perhaps only I in 104of the atoms in
a beam being excited.
Some atoms have very low lying metastable states e.g. B
Al (P) and Ga

High concentrations of these metastables

may be formed merely be thermal excitation.
In the present experiment it was not possible to use a discharge
metastable source, because of limitations on the available space, and
so electron impact excitation was used. The electron gun (Fig,

3,3)

consisted of an anode with a slit running down its length, through
which an Hg beam passed. A cathode was mounted underneath the slit in
the anode, and as close to the anode as possible (0.020"). There was
a magnetic field in the anode cathode direction. The magnetic
field was provided by two "Eclipse" C magnets, as shown in Fig. 3.4 °
The magnetic field was 0,5 Tesla as measured with a Haliprobe.
Thus a 10 ev electron leaving the cathode at an angle of 1i.5° to the
magnetic field will travel in a helical path of radius 0.006".
Tue exciter was mounted directly onto the oven, the reason for
this being that it would simplify the problem of aligning'tbe slit in
the exciter anode with the centre of the Mercury oven orifice: In
practice it was found that the cathode heater heated the oven above
the temperature at which it was required to run. This was surmounted
by connecting the oven to the water cooling system. The disadvantage

(

iotastable Atcia Sourci
Fig 3.4
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of this was that the water cooling pipes tended to force the oven out
of alignment. This however was the design of exciter that was used in
all the experiments reported here. More recently an exciter has been
made that is completely separate from the oven.
Because the system was going to be frequently let up to
atmospheric conditions, ideally the cathode should be of a type that
can be exposed to the atmosphere. The only cathodes that are relatively
insensitive to being exposed to the atmosphere are the metals (Re. W
and their alloys), Lanthanum Hexaboride and dispenser type cathodes,
R.M. Martin (Private Communication) has found that under similar
conditions to the present experiment, the lifetime of dispenser cathodes
was rather short. Since they are expensive, some of the other
possibilities were examined.. The metals are not very suitable for the
present case because the magnetic field will force them out of
alignment when a heater current is being passed. For these reasons,
an attempt was made to use a La B 6 cathode (LAY 1951). La B 6 is a
purple powder for which the only curing process necessary is to heat
it to 1500 - 1600° C, at which temperature it will cintro. The
temperature may then be reduced. to 1 000 - 1100 0C at which temperature
it is a more efficient emitter than any other material. After exposure
to the atmosphere, the only curing proci ss necessary is to allow it to
outgas at around 1500 ° C0
The cathode was made by threading a 6 way ceramic insulator from
a MS9 mass spectrometer with 0.010" tungsten heater wire. The outside
of the ceramic was wound with 0.005" tungsten wire to which the
powder was attached by a method similar to that described, by Persky
et al

1968). The cathode was not a success, as it was not

possible to heat it to 150 0° C without burning out the heater wires.
Typical electron current were 0.8 ma, at lOv, and the current
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fluctuated to a considerable extent. Although potentially La B6 would
seem to be very nearly ideal, several problems need to be overcome
before it can be used. Perhaps the solution might be to deposit the
a B 6 on the outside of a tungsten cylinder. The cylinder could be
heated by having a metal wire cathode running along the axis of the
cylinder, and applying a large potential difference between this wire
and the cylinder.
After the failure of the La B 6 cathode, metal oxide cathodes were
tried. Standard., uncured oxide cathodes from PL36 pentode values were
supplied by Mullard. Ltd. These cathodes were supported on the
ceramic heater described for the La B 6 cathode. They were cured as
follows. First the pressure in the chamber was reduced to I x 06
torr. The current through the heater was slowly increased over about
50 mine or so until emission started.. At 10v anode-cathode voltage,
the electron current was of the order of 8 ma, and furthermore the
currant was very stable indeed, showing no short term fluctuations,
and only a very slow long term fall off (5% over 12 hours running)
The cathodes could also be switched off, and restarted at some later
time, provided that the vacuum was maintained better than I x I0'
tori'. However, each time this was done, the emissivity dropped by
about
The only disadvantage of these cathodes was that they had to be
replaced before each run.
Mec2= Oven

Because the Hg beam must pass through the slit in the exciter
anode, the main criterion in the oven design is to maximise the
forward intensity, and to reduce the angular spread as much as possible.
This may be done if the oven orifice consists of an array of tubes.
Giord.maine and Wang (C10 1960) have published a description of the flow
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of particles through long thin tubes.

e

If the tubes are of length

and diameter a, and if the mean

free path of an atom in the gas at the driving end of the tube is

A ,

then when

(the so called "opaque" condition), there will be a density gradient
of the particles along the tube, and provided that the mean free path

( A') of a particle at the open end of the tube is such that
A')

a

then a narrow forward distribution of particles will result, but with
a considerably increased intensity compared with the case for normal
effusive flow, where for an orifice of diameter 1,

The expressions obtained by Giordmaine and Wang for the forward
intensity andfull width at half height are :

3

I (0)

9

N2

a

E
8.2

3.1

2

N
2' 32II

12,

a2

i'73
where :

= average molecular speed
N

=

rn

a3 = rate of flow through tube

no = density at high pressure end
= molecular diameter
Experimentally Giordmains and Wang found 1 (o) to be correct, but
was too small by a factor of 2.
an array of tubes agreed that

914

Johnson et all (JON 1966) using

was too small by a factor of 2, but

also found. that I (o) was - of the value given by equation 3.1. It is

possible that this discrepancy arises from interference between
neighbouring tubes.
ThQ mercury oven was made throughout of stainless steel. The
capillary array was made by the Perueonics corporation. The
dimensions of the capillaries were :
a
1
Pieces

25 ,AA m
= 1,25x10 3in

nal array by using
" in diameter were cut from the origi

an ultrasonic drill. These "cores" were pressed into copper tubes of
In

internal diameter so that there was an interference fit between the

cores and the tubes. The width of the main beam was defined by placing
slits over the glass array.
Although there is no absolute criterion for the pressure at which
to run an oven with an array type of nozzle, so far as mercury is
concerned, the opaque condition holds for temperatures in excess of
1300 C. Experimentally fluxes were measured at oven temperatures up to
1500 C, There was no sign of a maximum in the measured intensity, but
since an adequate flux was obtained at 1300C, the oven was run at this
temperature.
Cross Beam
The cross beam has been described by Cowley (cow 1968) . The
temperature at which the ovens were run were determined by heating the
cross beam oven up until the main beam was attenuated by about
These temperatures were
K = 330 °C
Hg = 170 °C
Both these temperatures are rather above those for strictly effusive
flow, but this is of little consequence as there is sufficient pumping
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capability to prevent the pressure in the chamber from rising.
Metastable Detector
There are two commonly used techniques for detecting metastable
atoms.
I•

The metastable atom has a lower ionization potential than
its ground state counterpart, and so ionization may occur
if the atom impinges on a heated metal with a high work
function. (The ground state alkalis are detected by using
this technique). Buehl (BUE 1933) first suggested this
technique, and in fact observed the metastable states of

Hg on a hot tungsten wire. Recently R.M. Martin et al at
Santa Barbara have detected. metastable Hg on Rhenium wire,
apparently with high efficiency.
2.

If the energy of the metastable level is greater than-the
work function of a metal, then Auger electrons may be
ejected from the metal surface when the atom collides with
the surface (HAs 1954). McDermott and Lichten (Ml) 1960)
were probably the first to use this technique in a beam
experiment. The process can be very efficient. For
example the probability for electron ejection was estimated
to be 0.24. for the case of He

(19.8 ev) colliding with a

Pt surface (work function = 5.5 ev DOR 1942)

Freund and

Kieniperer (FaE 1 967) have detected. Hg* on a Ta wire heated
to a temperature just below that at which electron emission
occurs. (Work function of Ta at room temperature z 4.7 ev),
It has been reported (SCH 1 962) that Hg () (4.61. ev) has
been detected on a Silver surface (work function -, 40 ev

RIV 1967), although one would have expected this to be rather
an inefficient process.

NEO

Since the ionization potential of Hg (P,.) is 4.95 cv compared.
with 4.34 cv for K which is usually detected on a hot tungsten wire,
it was thought that the Auger process might provide a more efficient
method of detecting Hg than ionization on a high work function
metal. For this reason it was decided to detect the Auger electrons
ejected from an alkali surface. The measured work functions for the
alkalis are shown in table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1
Metal

Work function (cv)

Reference

0.03

AND 194.9
LIC 1958
GAD. 1961

Li

2.32

Na
K

2.3
2.177
2,217

C5

2.14.

0004. © 206 0K
0,004. © 3000K
0.05
@ 350 0K

it

BOU 1964

Because of handling difficulties it was decided that K would be
used initially, perhaps progressing to C 5 at a later date.
Most of the alkali Auger detectors reported so far have been run
under poor vacuum conditions (10 -7
tor-C) and in close proximity to
the main beam. Under these conditions it has been found necessary to
frequently renew the alkali surface. Levine et al (LEV 1968) used a
continuous strip multiplier, the open end of which was exposed to an
Hg beam and simultaneously was being plated from an alkali oven.
Martin et al (DOE 1969) used a rotating cylinder, the front of which
was exposed to the Hg beam, while the back was being plated with an
alkali.
CJ.ampitt and Newton (CiA 1969) have criticised these continuously
deposited surfaces on the grounds that they were not reproducible.
To detect various metastable molecules, they used the C 3 surface of a
-10
photomultiplier kept in a vacuum better than I x 10 torr. They
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found. such a surface remained active for a long time under these tlllV
conditions.
Since the beam fluxes in the present experiment were expected to
be small, it was decided to mount the detector in a separate 13EV
chamber and arrange the alkali surface so that it need be replated
only rather infrequently.
The Auger electrons were detected by a charmel electron multiplier (CEM), because these instruments may be exposed to atmospheric
conditions without damage, and also because they have good "dark current'
properties.
The UBV detector chamber (Fig. 305) was made of stainless steel
throughout, by Vacuum Generators Ltd.. It was connected to the main
chamber via a bakeable valve, and a slit measuring " wide x " tall,
It was pumped by a Ferranti 80

e S" ion pump and a liquid nitrogen

cooled Titanium sublimation pump.
The detector (Fig, 3.6) consisted of a tungsten peg mounted so
that it could be moved transversely out of the Hg beam to a position
in front of an alkali oven, by means of a linear motion feed. through.
The tungsten peg was insulated from earth by a PTFE collar so that it
could be floated at a convenient voltage. A three element electrostatic
lens was mounted over the peg to focus electrons into the CEMO The
whole assembly was mounted on a 6" diameter flange so that the entire
unit could be withdrawn from the vacuum chamber. Copper Shielding
(not shown) was positioned so that the CEM was protected from the ovon
heater wires, and further shielding was added to cut down the amount
of alkali being sprayed around the chamber.
With the valve to the main chamber open, the pressure (as
-10
measured by the ion pump) could be maintained, at 5 x 10 torr but with
the valve shut, the pressure thopped. to I x

o' 0 torr.
::
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Because of the 6" diameter of the entry part, the geometry of
the lens assembly was rather constricted in the vertical plane. With
a fixed geometry, the voltage ratios bf the lenses were calculated by
using a field plotter. From the work with the field plotter, it became
apparent that the transmission could be increased by fitting a metal
collar around the peg, and holding it at the same potential on the
'I

tungsten peg. A slit was cut in the collar

/32 wide to permit

access to the tungsten peg. This device did in fact appear to
significantly increase the lens transmission,
It was found that an adequate film of Potassium was deposited on
the tungsten peg after 30 minutes exposure to the K beam, with the oven
at 230000 The surface was tested by replacing :; under the ions/GEM
assembly and illuminating it with a standard Ever Ready (2.2 v, 0.25 a)
lamp. If adequately-plated, the surface would respond to a very low
light intensity. Potassium, with a work function of 2.2 ev should
eject photoelectrons for radiation of wavelength less than about 0.510"#A m.
This corresponds to the short wavelength side of the yellow region of
the visible spectrum.
Once deposited, it was found that a Potassium surface would last
several months and many experiments, provided the pressure was kept
below I x 10-9tori', Although no quantitative data can be given on the
reproducibility of the detector, the main beam intensity between
different runs, and using different surfaces,usually appeared to have
the same magnitude.
Initially the peg was held at. earth potential, and the entrance
to the CEM was floated at -4-60v. However, this attracted stray
electrons into the GEM, giving high background count rates, so the
entrance to the GEM was held at earth potential, and the peg floated
at - V volt , where V was usually about 80. This gave very much

quieter background noise counts. Typically background noise levels
were 80 sec near to the main beam (exciter photons perhaps) dropping
to 10 - 20 sec at wide angles.

-

If water vapour was allowed to enter the detector, the background
count immediately increased by at least an order of magnitude.
Iclemiperer (KLE 1962) has suggested that the work function of many metals,
including the alkalis is lowered by the adsorbtion of oxygen, but
Huber et al (HUB 1966) thought that the adsorbtion of water vapour was
responsible. Qualitatively the present work supports the latter
hypothesis. If water vapour entered the detector chamber, low background
counts could only be restored by taking the chamber apart and thoroughly
cleaning all components.
There is a small contribution to the background noise by charged
particles (probably electrons) entering the detector chamber from the
main chamber. This was demonstrated by holding a magnet near to the
tube connecting the two chambers. This reduced the background noise
by a few counts see -1 . For this reason, an electric field should. be
C

placed across the incident Hg beam.
It is worth comparing the experimental performance of the excitor/
detector system with that expected from theoretical considerations.
The Hg oven was run at 130°C and at this temperature, the detected
z' of
I
signal was I x 10' see - . The Hg oven slits were -"32 high and
0.006" wide. The numbers of capillary tubes enclosed in this area is
112

Using equation 3.1 multiplied by

(Jail 1966) the flux of neutral

Hg atoms from the 112 tubes is
16
x 10

Area of detector

= 2,
= /32 " x

-i
sterad.ian sec

Detector ovn distance = 24t
Hence.the number of atoms hitting the detectorsec

10 12

sec-1

If the assumption is made that 1 in 10 atoms is excited, then
the number of excited atoms striking the detector is
108 sec -i
The CEM detects 80v electrons with an efficiency of

5% (technical

information from Mullard. Ltd), and so ths expected signal will be

5x

10

sec-1

which is a factor of 50 larger than that actually observed.
It was not realised until after the experiments were finished.
that the detection efficiency of the CEM was so low. For this reason,
the voltage on the peg should be increased to perhaps 500 v, and the
lens system redesigned accordingly. Voltages any higher than this may
provide serious insulation problems.
The f.ctor of 50 difference between the theoretical and calculated
intensities will be partially accounted for by considering the
probability with which iij ejects an Auger electron from a Potassium
surface. This probability will almost certainly be less than the
value of 0.24 for He *

0 98

ev) on Pt (work function = 5,5 ev) previously

quoted. Further losses may also be expected since the transmission of
the lens system will not be 1001' 16.

Taking these factors into

consideration. There appears to be reasonable agreement between the
theoretical and experimental fluxes.
The alkali surface used in all those experiments was potassium.
The potassium was distilled before loading into the oven to remove the
heavy organic oil in which it is stored.
Channel Electron Multipliers
The main advantage of this form of electron multiplier is that
it can be exposed to the atmosphere without damage. This was most
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important in the present experiment where it was anticipated that the
UHV detector chamber might have to be dismantled quite frequently to
refill the alkali oven.
The main disadvantages are that the output pulse height is a
function of the number of incident electrons, and "cut off" appears
above a certain input count rate. The reason for this is that at the
positive end of the multiplier a charge cloud builds up faster than it
can flow away through the high resistance coating of the multiplier.
The resistance of the coating of the Mullard BiO BL channeltron
is 5 x 10 9 ,0

.

, and its operating voltage is 2,9 kv,, Thus the rate at

which charge can flow away is

=6x

amps

For the voltage at which the multiplier was run (2.8 kv) and at the
fairly high count rates approaching the cut off region, the gain will
not exceed 10 8 , and so the maximum count rate before cut off sets in
is given approximately by
N x 10
N

x 1.6 x

6 x 10'

40x10' sea'

In fact out off appeared to set in for count rates in excess of
60-70x 10 3 sec-1 . Obviously this will depend to a certain extent on
the size of the pulse that the external detector circuitry will detect.
The present circuitry will detect a pulse of 5 x 10 coulomb
(3 x iO electrons).
The reason for the reduction in the output pulse height as the
particle input rate increases is because the charge cloud building up
at the higher count rates repels the electrons back onto the dynode
surface before they have gained sufficient enery to cause secondary
emission. This obviously reduces the gain of the instrument. Because

U.E0Li0 Output and Protection uircuit
iig ;37

of this, conventional discriminator techniques must only be used with
considerable discretion.
Detector Electronics
Since the collector end of the CEM is at 2.8 kv, the output
pulses Were taken off by a O.00iF capacitor. Thiws followed by a
protection circuit, after which the signal was fed into a Keithloy 111
amplifier. This is illustrated in Fig- 307 and the complete circuit
is shown in Fig. 3.8

The Keithley 111 is followed by a Hewlett

Packard HP 462A amplifier, and a discriminator and pulse shaper circuit
which has been described by Cowley (cow 1968) . The signal went
to the two Hewlett Packard counters through two "AND" gates. Those
gates were switched by the modulation electronics, as described
previously.
When looking at the main beam, it is essential to turn the
discriminator threshold down to a low value to try and avoid cut off
of the CEM. At large angles, the discriminator voltage may be
increased to cut out some of the low amplitude noise pulses. The
optimum value of the discriminator setting may be found by plotting
signa],/(noise) 2 against discriminator setting, as described. by Cowley
et al (cow 1969).

It was found that this curve had a maximum at a

discriminator setting of 6.3.

When data was being collected, the

discriminator was set at 4.0 when scanning the main beam, and at some
angle where scattering just started to appear, the discriminator setting
was increased. to 6.3.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
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Introduction
This chapter gives a brief outline of the experimental procedure
followed during a run.
General
It is essential in a beam experiment to ensure that the apparatus
is accurately aligned. For the present experiment, it is necessary
*

to ensure that the Hg beam is aligned along the axis of the Hg oven
support rails before the start of each run. Because the entire apparatus
subframe could be reproducibly replaced inside the vacuum chamber it
was not necessary to check the detector alignment for each run. This
particular alignment was only checked somewhat infrequently, and in
fact was never found to have drifted out of alignment.
The alignment of the Hg beam was checked by placing two pins,
which were screwed into kinematic mount, onto the oven support rails.
The tips of these pins were on the centre line to within
and their heights coincided with the detector to within

±

0.001",

± 1 /64.

The

oven alignment was checked by placing both pins on the oven support
rails, and rotating the rails until both pins came into line when
viewed through a telescope at some distance away from the apparatus.
The rearmost pin was then removsd,and replaced by the Hg oven, which
was aligned so that its orifice coincided with the line defined by the
remaining pin and the telescope hair line • The angular alignment of
the oven could be checked by looking at the image of a small electric
bulb inside the oven, projected onto a piece of paper spotted with
oil. The image of the orifice should also appear on the line defined
by the telescope and the alignment pin.
The next step in the preparation for a run was to replace the
/

exciter cathode. This was a standard oxide cathode as fitted to
Mullard.'s PL36 valves. The two ends of the cathode were cut off, so
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alteration. The change in the discriminator setting was indicated by
a'Inanual"cod.e on the output tape.

Sweeps were carried out until no

further scattering could be seen. Typically this was about 70 for
Hg - K and 15 0 for Hg-Hg.
Detector
This would last for many runs without attention, but eventually
the oven would run out, or the alkali surface might become contaminated
with water vapour and give high background counts. When this occurred.,
it was necessary to take the chamber to pieces, clean all the components,
reload the oven and reassemble.
The cleaning procedure followed was to degrease all parts with
acetone, to wash them in distilled water and finally with iso-propyl
alcohol. Ideally the assembly should be steeped in iso-propyl alcohol
vapour, but this was not possible.
When assembling the detector unit (Fig. 3.6) care was taken to
ensure that the peg was sliding smoothly in its groove. The position
(on the micometer of the linear motion feed through) at which the peg
was in front of the alkali oven was also noted. The assembly was
adjusted so that the peg was in position in front of the beam when the
linear motion feed through was screwed. almost fully in. A small amount
of leeway was left to allow for slight differences in the thickness of
the conflat flange sealing gaskets. Final tuning up on the peg
position was performed on the main beam itself.
After loading the oven with distilled C, fitting the CM and
checking all electrical connections, the unit was inserted through the
side arm of the U.H.V. chamber, and bolted in position.
At present the U.H.V. chamber has to be pumped down through the
main chamber. Also, it can only be given a low temperature vacuum
bake out at 120C, as the ambient temperature of the. CEM must not

exceed. 100 0C. During the bake out, the alkali oven was hold. at 70 °C 0
After pumping down overnight, the ion pump was started. When
the pressure had been reduced. to I x 10 torr, the liquid nitrogen
cold trap was filled, and the alkali oven heated up to 230 ° C. The
peg was plated at this temperature for about half an hour, when it was
tested with the light bulb, as described. in Chapter 3,

If the plating

was satisfactory, the oven was switched at'f, and the Ti sublimation
pump fired for a couple of minutes. This would take the pressure clown
to about I x 10 tori', It was found that firing the Ti pump every
couple of hours or so maintained the pressure below 10/despite the
fact that during a sweep the value to the main chamber was open eM
the ion pump was switched. off. The reason for switching the ion pump
off was that it was a source of considerable background. noise, (several
KHZ). On switching the ion pump off, the noise decayed over several
seconds indicating that several long lived metastables must have been
excited by the discharge (N2* perhaps).

CHAPTER F I V

!! SULT S

Introduction
First the performance of the metastable source and detector is
described. This is followed by a discussion of the apparatus
resolution and a description of the programmes used to analyse the
data. Finally the results for the scattering of Hg (3) by K and Hg
are presented.
Exciter/tector Performance
The exciter is a thermionic diode, and in the voltage region over
which the experiments were carried. out (10-15V) the current was space
charge limited. In this region
3,
and in fig. 5.1

log(i) is plotted against log
()

10

t

0

10 3 a.,

V0 = I V

3

This has a slope of 1067 as opposed to

the theoretical 1 .5.
By plotting the observed metastable signal at the detector against
the exciter voltage, the excitation function for Hg may be obtained.
The metastable signal was detected on two different metal surfaces: a
vacuum deposited Potassium surface (work function

tv,

2.2 ev GAR 1961)

and a Tungsten surface, cleaned in distilled water and isopropyl alcohol
before being loaded into the detector chamber (work function 1-e,, 5.8 cv
RIV 1967).

These two excitation functions are plotted in fig. 5.2

At each voltage, the observed. signal 1(v) has been multiplied by the
factor
• i(v

where i

(

Max )

v) is the exciter current at voltage V. This is to compensate

for the larger currents flowing at higher voltages, giving rise to
greater metastable signals.
The Potassium surface shows a threshold at 5.9 V witr two subsequent
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Typical excitor characteristics are shown in fig. 5,3, where the
parameter is the Hg oven temperature. The discontinuity also
exhied a hysteresis effect. For example with the oven at 131°C, the
discontinuity occurred at

15.75

1 6.5 V as the voltage was increased, but at

V when being decreased. -

Because of the increased slope of log (i) V log

(v)

after the

discontinuity, and because the effect requires the presence of Hg
atoms, it seems likely that Hg ions were being formed. These would
partially neutralise the space charge, allowing a greater current to
flow. Possibly some pro ionization process was involved, although it
is difficult to understand why the discontinuity should be so sharp.

Ap2 aratiis Resolution
In this experiment no velocity selectors were used, and furthermore as the main beam was a heavy atom, it was not possible to use
the ideal kinematic system, which is a light, velocity selected main
beam crossed by a heavy cross-beam.
For two monoenergetic beams intersecting at right angles, a fixed
angle (e g. the rainbow angle) will transform to a single sharp angle
in the lab, coordinates. This is not so for the present system whore

not only is the a of m angle a function of the relative kinetic energy,
but also the transformation is a function of the two beam velocities.
If the assumptions listed below are made :
All out of plane scattering is neglected
The distance (z) along the main beam along which
collisions occur is small compared with the
scattering centre - detector distance, then with
reference to fig. 5.14. the observed intensity at
some lab, angle 9 is

I ()

c

1-41 N 2
Vçt

V ) J (ir)f(v)
2
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(

Ot
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()o-(
ay

8)V•
dv1

.L)et ector

3eam

Beam Geometry
Fig 54

blf

N

where

- no. of atoms i crossing unit ares/sec at source

of i speed distribution of atoms i in the
beam. Al (O(),M(p)- angular distribution of main and
cross beams

* - angle of intersection of colliding

particles - lab, differential cross
section.
Assumption ii) ensures that (fig. 5.4)

9

for small

C.)

Some feeling for the spread in

O

casued by the velocity

distributions can be obtained by considering the transformation of
the classical rainbow angle X. to the lab, coordinates, taking the
velocity distributions into account.
Classically, for a Lennard Jones (n, 6) potential of well depth F,,
the rainbow angle is given by

61 (n-6)
30
( 32f(n) (n-i)!

30

f

32 K
where:

K =

f(s)

- ,y

.= h-

5.2

(v ) 2 /E

r (s) - Gamma function

r(1)

P()
2
Normally the velocity distribution of atoms in an atomic beam
formed by effusion through a narrow orifice is :

___ 2
/ (v2) =' 2 (
)

V,.3 exp

(

mV
503

k -Bolt,jnan&s constant

where

m - mass

and

P - temperature ( K). However, for the Hg beam, the probability

0

*

u

4

8

12

16

P( 9 ) v 9 for

Pig 5 . 5

2w

24

28
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of excitation is proportional to the time spent in the exciter, and so
the beam velocity distribution of He atoms will be the more normal
Maxwell Boltzmann distribution,

2

(v) =

v2

. aJ

exp _ my1
2

iç

(

)

The lab, differential cross section is related to that in the c cX
in

system through.
0( 9 3 jI )

v 1 ,v2

)

= o(X, v')

ciw
d.c.

is given by equation 236. X- is given by equation 52 and

whore .

it has been assumed that
o-

It has also
M (o()

(

v')

Xr

=

for all Xr aniVe

1

assumed. that :

= 8 (of ) 900)

The probability P

and M () =6(p,90 ° )

that the rainbow angle appears at the lab,

angle 9 , wider the conditions specified above is
P () of..

fV14fv2

(va )

v1 V2

PC9 is plotted. against 9 in

fig.

5.5 for the

v' )42Av 2

'X

- K system where

He

=2.8x10' 1 ,
TH g

O3 °K
= 600°K

The full width at half height fP(9) is about 6.5

0
.

Implicit in the use of equation 5 ° 4 to represent the main beam
velocity distribution has been the assumption that the lifetime ' of
Hg (P

is long compared with the transit time of the apparatus. With

66
THg = 03 0K, the most probable velocity of the distribution given
by equation 5.4 is
V =1.8x10 2
'lip

m

S

-1

and so the most

The source detector distance is approximately
probable transit time is

t 'lip =

3.3 x 10

S

The actual value of the lifetime appears to be rather uncertain.
McDermott and Lichten (MeD 1 960) quote a value of
'Y( 3 P2 )

0.1

5

but a recent measurement by Baltayan and Peyroula (BAL 1 965) indicates
that
= 1.2 x

S

If this value is correct, then the velocity distribution of the Hg beam,
as seen at the detector, will be very deficient in slow atoms. This
would greatly decrease () at wide angles, giving a very much sharper
transformation.. Obviously it would be helpful to have more data on
the lifetime of the S P, state to enable this problem of the apparatus
resolution to be clarified.
It has been found that the inclusion of the cross beam angular
distribution makes virtually no difference to the transformation and
so to a first approximation it may be neglected.. This is not so for
the main beam angular distribution, which will broaden P(s) . Typically
the full width at half height of the main beam angular distribution was
0

was also calculated. for Hg* - Hg, where :

£ = 5.0 x 1 0_21 1

U

2u

30

40

v

1 or

Fig 5,.6

bu

61

70

T11. =

lThg

= 443Y,

Since the masses of the collision partners are identical, the velocity
distributions will not affect the c of m to lab, transformation, as in
each case

The effect of the velocity distributions will only be on the value of
the centre of mass rainbow angle, P (8) v 0

has been plotted in

fig- 5,6, and as may be seen this has a very wide distribution, with
0
the full width at half height being about 35 , Even if the lifetime of
the

state was such that the low velocity contribution was virtually

eliminated it is still unlikely that any quantum structure would be
visible as even for a monoenergetic main beam of velocity 4 x 10 2
M

the half width of P () is approximately 3,5 0

.

Data Analysis
A full description of the data analysis procedure has been given
by Cowley et al (cow 1969), and so only a brief summary will be given
here.
The data is analysed in two phases. In the first phase the binary
coded decimal output is decoded, and at each angle the mean ana the
standard deviation are calculated for all the observations* The original
data is compared with the mean t 2 standard deviations and any readings
outside these limits are discarded. After these rejections the mean
and the standard deviation are recalculated, and these results are
passed on to the second phase.
In the second phase, the main beam centre is found, and all
observations are related to it. A check is made to ensure that there is
no noise in phase with the signal (noise in this case means the

T
.
difference between the counts.when the cross beam is on and off, the
excitor voltage being zero for both cases). At small angles the
detector is observing the main beam attexivated by the cross beam, so
that the scattered signal appears to be negative. A correction for
this attenuation is made by adding the quantity
I

x (noise)

o5

to the signal at each angle, where :

c=

( signal

+

noise) - (noise)
(noise)

f is calculated for three angular positions either side of the main
beam centre, and f max is the largest of these values. The factor 1 .5
is empirical, but this value has been found to give the best correction.
Finally the main beam profile is determined, and this is used to smooth
the scattered signal by the Van Cittart iterative procedure as outlined
by Morrison (MOR
• .( 9)

is

I

where M

1

963).

At each angle 9 , the observed intensity

(cow 1969).

ohs (9)

=J

yi (of)

I (9-0.)ã.c(.

is the main beam profile, I

+

n (9)

the differential cross

section and n (9) is noise. n (9) is composed of two contributions
noise compatible with M(o)

and noise which is incompatible. It is

this incompatible noise that is removed by Morrison's iterative
procedure.
Finally the results are printed out, and if required, several
sweeps may be averaged together and this result also is printed out.

The conditions under which data for these collision partners was
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collected, were
Hg oven temp = 130 ° C
K

It

It

= 327°C

Exciter voltage = 10.0 ev
The probable velocities for atoms in the beam were (assuming equations
5.3 and 54 hold. true)
V (Hg)

1 .8 x 1 0 2

MP

V

flip

= 6 0 2 x 102 ms 1

(K)

The results for the five best angular sweeps, averaged together,
are shown in fig. 5.7.

A single sweep, to give some idea of the

magnitude of the error bars, is shown in fig, 5.8.

Independently the

structure of all these sweeps correlated well together. There appears
to be three peaks.
= 5.8°
= 34 .0

93 =109 °
The angular separation between these peaks being 204.0 and 1 .5 0 " Two
angular sweeps were carried out with a cold cross beam to check that these
peaks were not artifacts of the apparatus, In neither case was any
structure visible, and so this confirms the view that the observed
structure is caused by collisions with the K cross bean. From the
discussion of the apparatus resolution, it is unlikely that peaks
0
separated by 2 or so would be resolved if the lifetime of the

state

was considerably longer than the transit time. While it is obviously
not possible to come to any firm conclusions, it would appear that a
lifetime for the 3 P, state of the ord,or of io
the date than a lifetime of 10_I

so

s correlates better with
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Two sweeps were carried out with the exciter at 15.0 V (fig. 509 )
While the peaks at angles greater than 6

0 should be treated with

extreme caution until more data is available, the three peaks noted
previously were again visible. In this case
= 5 0 50
all

= 32°

$3 = 1.9 °
since the main beam centre is uncertain to within t: 0.2 0 .9 this gives
encouraging agreement with the results obtained at the lower excitation
energy.
The data was interpreted initially, using the assumptions listed
below.
-

The peak at 5.8

0 was a rainbow angle. \thile no structure can be

seen for angles greater than 60, the poor signal to noise ratio in this
region would almost certainly preclude its observations if it did in
fact exist. In this region typical (signal + noise) counts were 10-20
Hz while the difference between them and the (noise) counts was typically
less than 5

Hz The two remaining peaks could either be supernumary

rainbows or rainbows from different potential surfaces.
-

It ha been assumed that the potentials may be represented by the
Lennard Jones (12,6) potential. (Equation 2.37.)
Reasonable agreement with the experimental peak positions was
obtained with values for the parameters of :
=

2.8x1021 ,.

=

5,46 x 10 -110 M

This monoenergetic forward calculation
V

6,2 x io2 rn

5

(1

H g = 1 .8 x 10

5.5
2

m s

-i

) when transformed to lab, coordinates (fig.5.10)
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gave the peak positions shorn in table 5.1
TABLE_5j.
Peak Positions
Theoretical

Peak

93

Experimental

5.7

5.8

3.2

3.4

1.8

109

A significant difference between the experimental and forward
calculations is immediately apparent. In the forward calculation
I (9). 9

4

increases to a maximum at the rainbow angle, whereas the

experimental values fall off after the first peak. Two simple models
are postulated to account for this.
A single potential surface is responsible for the
observed I cO)

but some inelastic process

is responsible for the loss in intensity for 9) 2

0

The observed intensity is the superposition of
scattering from two or more potential surfaces
A crude calculation for the magnitude of the cross section for
the inelastic process was made using the procedure outlined by Greene
et al in ROS 1966.
The probability that the inelastic collision occurs at the lab.
angle

9 is :
P (9) = I F

where

IF (9)
I (9)

is the calculated intensity at
" observed

II

IF(Q) and I (9) were normalised. at 2 0 . By transforming to the c of m
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coordinate system P( X) was found and through equation 2,25, this was
expressed in terms of the classical impact parameter b as P (b). The
total inelastic cross section is then given by

adr =

P(b)bdb

2Tjo
where b

is the threshold (i.e. the largest) value of b at which the

inelastic process occurs, b
of

9

is obtained from the smallest value

at which attenuation is occurring. Taking

9 = 2,00, this

procedure gave
100 x 1020 m2

Cr '

In the other model, it is suggested that several potential surfaces
are contributing to the observed scattering. In this case it has been
0
assumed that the peaks at 1 .9 and. 5.80 are rainbow angles, and the
3,40 is a supernumary of the outermost rainbow. These two
peak at

peaks will be accounted for by the parameters of equation 505, and so
0

parameters will have to be found for the rainbow at -i .9 . Under the
present experimental conditions, a Lennard Jones (12,6) potential with
o
-21
J will. give a rainbow around 1 .9 for
a well depth of 1 1 x 10
almost any reasonable range parameter. Two values were chosen
R
R

5 e 46 x 10 10m

m
m

=

6,74 x10 10m

In adding the scattered intensity from the two surfaces it is
necessary to consider the statistical weighting that should be given
to the two curves. In (AS) coupling terms L out of the 5 possible
molecular states from

4.

S 112 correlate with states of

symmetry. Since it is likely that these states have the shallowest
potential wells, and so will have their rainbows at smaller angles, it

0
CD

0

H
CQ

tr

0

,.J.

'1
I.J.

01

OD

H

C

0

0
0
CD
-J.

H
CO

21

2

3.

'fQ

90

7

9

q
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would seem reasonable to weight the scattering from the potential
-21
with £ = 1.1 x 10
J four times the scattering from the potential
with
= 2,8 x 10 -21 J.
The implicit assumption here is that four
states give rainbows around 20 while a fifth has a rainbow at about 60,
In fig, 5,11 the scattering from the potential represented by
equation 5,5 has been added to four times the scattering from the
potential whose parameters are :
F. = 1.1 x102
J
-10
R = 6.74.x 10
While this gives a better agreement with the experimental results,
the observed intensity at wide angles is still less than that
expected from the forward calculation. For the potentials represented
by the two values of R M above, the inelastic cross sections necessary
to bring the curves into coincidence were estimated to be

xlO

+10

in

0x10

+20 2

54.6

60

6.74.

35

in

In calculating all these inelastic cross sections, a monoenery
forward calculation has been compared with a velocity averaged
experimental result , The effect of including velocity averaging into
the forward calculations would be to flatten out the structure, so all
the above inelastic cross sections can only be considered as very
approximate upper limits.
Of the two suggested models, the first would require a very large
inelastic cross section to bring the theoretical and experimental
results into coincidence. For this reason, the second model would
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appear to provide a better description of the system.

In this model

it is suggested that two potentials, represented by Lennrd Jones
(12,6) potentials with
= 2.8 x 10_ 21
= 101

X

j

10_21 j

Rini = 5.46x 10
R

0m

5.16 x 1010m

contribute to the scattering. Even with this model it would appear to
be necessary to postulate some inelastic process to achieve complete
agreement with experiment.

The experimental conditions used for this system were
Hg oven temp = 1300C
Hg

It

U

= 170 0 C

Exciter voltage = 10.0 V
The most probable velocities for the atoms were
V (Ho)

=i,8xi02

(ii)
g

=1.9x102

isp g

V

MP

The average of four scans is shown in fig. 5.12..Comparing those
results with those for Hg - K, the main difference is that for 8
i

(9). 9

0

2 ,

is virtually constant, instead of rapidly decreasing and

showing oscillatory structure. Although there might appear to be
quantum structure at wide angles, the inclusion of the error bars (which
at wide angles are typically ± iZ of the actual value of

ic9).$ 7'

)

indicates that such a conclusion would be hazardous. Further confirmation
to this viewpoint is also given in the discussion on the apparatus
resolution.
Although the data probably does not justify the approach used in
the interpretation of the Hg - K data, it is still possible to obtain
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some information about the potential.

xi)

For small angles, log ( I(%)

when plotted against log (z)

should give a straight line, on which quantum oscillations may be
superimposed. (Chapter 2) At larger scattering angles, the potential
will start to diverge from the R-

6 form and the angle at which this

occurs can be used to give some information on the range parameter.
For large R,
V (it)

Cs
'

-3

If this is substituted in the classical deflection function (equation 2,25)
.z ( s-

CA
i)f() Ebs

where :
12

S'i

pTThY

2

E - relative kinetic energy
For the case where s = 6
15 T

C .-

T

Eb

and if assumptions are made for C 6 then the impact parameters at which
V (it) starts to diverge from C6/R 6

will provide an upper limit to

the range parameter Rae The critical angle % at which V(R) is no
longer proportional to

RT 6

is given by the angle at which log ( 1(x) x

Viog (x) is no longer a horizontal line.
While there may be substantial errors in the theoretical value for
C 6 (table 2.5) it is not possible to say with any certainty whether
the calculated value is greater than or less than the true value. On
the other hand if E, as calculated from the most probable velocities

1)

I0

B
7
6
.

5

4
3

6.

o

0.1

1

I

a°
ixperimenta1

Lig .ig 6 cattering

ig 5i3

(0

for the two oven temperatures, is incorrect then it will probably be
a lower limit due to the fact that the lifetime of Hg

(3

P,) may reduce

the probability of the low velocity atoms in the distribution as seen
at the detector.
In fig. 5.13 log (1(e.e7') is plotted against log (&) . This
appears to be reasonably horizontal for 9 . 100 (i.e. % < 20 0 )
Assuming that :
C6 =
E

1.8x1OJm 6

= 5076x10 21 J
= 20 0

Then equation 57 gives us that
= 5,1.6 x 10_10m

be
and so
It

<5,5x10_1O m
'decreasing up to

Since there is no sign of i

= 1 60

,

then a lower limit to the well depth may be found. Taking E as above,
then from the classical rainbow angle (equation 5.2)

€ ) 3.2 x 10_2
For 9

16 0 there is no apparent evidence for any inelastic

process removing any intensity. The results for the

HC

- Hg system

may be summarised by :
R m < 505

E)

X

iolO

3,2x10 21 J
Inelastic cross sections likely to be small,

CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS
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Introduction
In the previous chapter, phenomenological descriptions of the scattering of Hg c3P') by K and Hg were given. In this chapter an attempt will
be made to relate these results to the theoretical considerations of chapter
two. The two systems will be treated separately.
Hg (P,) -K
There are five possible molecular states that may arise in a collision
between Hg () and K. The observed scattering will be the superposition
of scattering from each of these potential surfaces. Since it is impossible
to fit five unique potentials to the observed scattering, the approach used
in the previous chapter was to assume that the five potentials could be
divided into groups of potentials, such that all the potentials in a group
were similar. Unfortunately there is no evidence from spectroscopy or
other sources that can shed any light on any of the potentials.
Since there is virtually no scattering beyond 7 in the laboratory
frame of reference, the most immediate conclusion that can be dram is that
none of the potentials has a well depth greater than about 3 x 10-21 j
The experimental data showed three peaks between 20 and 60. The first
approach was to assume that all the potentials were similar and could be
represented by a single Lennard Jones potential. To bring the forward
calculation into agreement with experiment, it would be necessary to postulate
a very large inelastic cross section. Because this was thought to be
unlikely, it was next assumed that the potentials could be separated into
two groups.
In this case, it was assumed that the first and last peaks were rainbow
angles, and the values calculated for the potential parameters are
certainly not unreasonable. In this approach, it was assumed that the
central peak was a supernumary rainbow of the outermost peak.

(0

This assumption virtually implies that the lifetime of the 3 P

state

must be in the low 10 3 a region, in order to increase the
resolution of the apparatus sufficiently to enable a supernumary to be
resolved.

This being so, the values of E and R M listed in table 6.1

can only be considered as lower and upper limits respectively as the
values of Z and R.were calculated under the assumption that the most
probable velocity was given by
V

(H&) =

T =ii 9 oven temp.

One final approach that could be used, is to postulate that all
three peaks are rainbow angles. This approach was not used because
it was felt that the second peak is probably too sharp to be a rainbow
angle.
The values of the potential parameters and the weightings of the
two potentials (i.e. the number of potentials in the group represented
by the single potential) are shown in table 6,1 along with the parameters
for the ground molecular state as listed by Bernstein and Muckerman
(HIR 1967),
TABLE 6.1
Statistical
Weighting

Potential Molecular
State
I

Hg( 3?2 ) +K

2
3

Hg Oso

+ K

E xlO #21 J

R in

10 +10in

Z.

1.1

5.5

1

2.8

505

8.7

4.8

The value of R for potential I cannot be independently assessed, but
unless an unphysically large value is proposed it would appear to be
necessary to postulate an inelastic process. with a cross section of the
order of 10 -19

2 to achieve complete agreement between the forward
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calculations and experiment. To check this point it would be useful
to carry out a total cross section type of experiment in which it
would be possible to look for an ion-current in the collision region,
and so to see if there is any evidence for a Penning/associative
ionization type of inelastic process.
Semi-empirical calculations were also made for the

C6 coefficients

of the long range expansion of the potential.. These calculations
showed that the C 6 coefficient was small compared to those for alkalialkali collision partners. The CS term appeared to be sufficiently
large to warrant its inclusion in the detailed description of data
dependent on the slope of the potential beyond the minimum e.g. well
resolved, total cross se ction measurements. The contribution of the
permanent quadrupole induced dipole term to C8 was estimated to be
about 1O3.

TheC3 coefficients averaged over all M j quantrum numbers

are shown in table 6.2.
TABLE 6,2
coefficients
coefficient
C6

C

S

(ii)

4 5.2 x 10 -77

C8
Since the data is not strongly influenced by the slope of the
potential at large R, it is not possible to arrive at any firm
conclusion about the accuracy of these coefficients.

Hg ( 3 PL) + Hg
Six possible molecular states may arise in a collision between
these two atoms; three are even with respect to reflection through the
centre of symmetry, and three are odd. The only spectroscopic evidence
+

available about any of these surfaces is that the O U

state arising

from a collision between Hg (P) and Hg ('S Ø ) probably has a shallow
minimum (HER 1950 p. 399) .' The 0

state can only correlate with the

molecular state, and the 2 u state arising from the collision
between Hg

(3

F2 ) and Hg can also only correlate with this state. It is

quite likely, therefore, that the 2 u state also has a shallow minimum.
Because of the poor resolution of the apparatus for this system,
it was only possible to place limits on the potential parameters, using
a theoretical value for the C 6 coefficient. The C 6 and C 8 coefficients
averaged over all M. values were calculated., and are presented in table
6,3. For this system the C 3 term appears to be negligeable in
comparison with the C 6 term, and once again the contribution of the
permanent quadrupole induced dipole term to C 3 is approximately 10.

TABLE j,
coefficients
C (j in S)

coefficient
C6

+i.8xi0 71

C8

1 0.1 x

Using the C 6 coefficient of table 6,3, the limits found on the
potential parameters are shown in table 6.4.
TABLE 6.4
Potential Parameters
10 +21 J
>3.2

R x 10+10
in

In

< 505

These limits imply that the smallest well depth of the six potentials
-21 J, and the largest of the range parameters
is greater than 3.2 x 10
0 in. If the most probable velocity of theHg
is less than 5.5 x10
beam is greater than 1.8 x I o2 in
increasing £ and decreasing R

this will have the effect of

Concluding Remarks
The measurements reported hero provide a basis from which to
examine the potentials arising in collisions between Hg (

and K

or Hg. Considerably more data is needed before any firm conclusions can
be reached about arw of the possible potential surfaces. The present
results indicate that neither system has a potential with a deep well,
but that all the potential surfaces possess only shallow, Vn der WaaiQ
minima.

APPENDIX 1
Atc•nic ProDertics of H

Properly
Polarisability

Reference

Value

State

= 5.1 x 10 - 3 0 M3

Landolt Br2tein tables

0
0 m3

= (°7

1.9) x 10

=

0.9) x

p2

= (4.5

D3

= (i .8

15) x 10 0 m3
0m3
0,8) x 1

1 2,2

3P291

_303

LEV 1968
U

I

Excitation Energy

3p0
•

3
P2
3 D3

N

4.86

N

5.43

X

9,05

N

LEV 1968

10,13 eV

Ionisation
Lifetimes

4.64.

3
3p1

7,5

MCA 1966

1.31 xj0 9'

LTJR 1965

1.2 x 10

BAL 1 , 965
MeD 1960

0,15
Mean radii

i sS

r

=10.8au

r4 6

=

r2 6

=

2

2

20,3 au

10.9 au 2

r

r6s

=84

r6p

=

193

au
au4

HER 1963

HER 1 963

Atomic Properties of K
Property

State

Value

Reference

Polaris ability
2 s.,

(36.,5

x 10_ 30 m3

ROS 1966

Excitation Enery
I

2

Ionisation.

i68ev
4.32 ev

Mean radii

r1

4.

= 1 3 64.

HER 1 963

APPENDIX 2
Apparatus Measureirnts

çEe-f. .ig A.I)

Main Beam oven slit width

0.008"

Main Beam oven slit heit

1 /16

Main Beam defining slit width

0.010"

Cross Beam oven slit width

0,031'

Cross Beam oven slit height

1/16(1

Cross Beam deft] aing slit width
Detector width

3132 11

Detector height

4

Main beam oven slit to defining slit distance

1

Cross beam oven slit to defining slit distance 6"

Main Beam defining slit to detector distance
Scattering centre to detector distance

22."

Hewlett Packard 3734 counter dead time

2.4 x

Hewlett Packard 5215 counter dead time

2.4. x 10 secs.
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